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AMADOR FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT, CA

1. Introduction and Executive Summary
The report, which follows, presents the results of the Cost of Services (User Fee) Study
conducted by the Matrix Consulting Group for Amador Fire Protection District.
1

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF WORK

The Amador Fire Protection District was created in 1990 and provides emergency fire,
rescue, and medical aid services in the unincorporated area of Amador County. The
primary fee related services for the District are for plan review and inspection of
development-related projects. The District last updated their fee schedule in 2015;
however, a comprehensive study has not been conducted within the last 20 years.
The Matrix Consulting Group worked with the District to analyze the cost of service
relationships that exist between fees for service activities associated with plan review,
inspections, providing fire reports, and treat no transport EMS services. The results of this
Study provide a tool for understanding current service levels, the cost and demand for
those services, and what fees for service can and should be charged.
2

GENERAL PROJECT APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The methodology employed by the Matrix Consulting Group is a widely accepted “bottom
up” approach to cost analysis, where time spent per unit of fee activity is determined for
each position within a division. Once time spent for a fee activity is determined, all
applicable District costs are then considered in the calculation of the “full” cost of providing
each service. The following table provides an overview of types of costs applied in
establishing the “full” cost of services provided by the District:
Table 1: Cost Components Overview
Cost Component

Description

Direct

Fiscal Year 2018/19 Budgeted salaries, benefits and allowable expenditures.

Indirect

Division and departmental administration / management and clerical support.

Together, the cost components in the table above comprise the calculation of the total
“full” cost of providing any particular service, regardless of whether a fee for that service
is charged.
The work accomplished by the Matrix Consulting Group in the analysis of the proposed
fees for service involved the following steps:
Matrix Consulting Group
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•

Divisional Staff Interviews: The project team interviewed staff in the Fire
Prevention Division regarding their needs for clarification to the structure of existing
fee items, or for addition of new fee items.

•

Data Collection: Data was collected for each permit / service, including time
estimates. In addition, all budgeted costs and staffing levels for Fiscal Year 18/19
were entered into the Matrix Consulting Group’s analytical software model.

•

Cost Analysis: The full cost of providing each service included in the analysis was
established. Cross-checks including allocation of not more than 100% of staff
resources to both fee and non-fee related activities assured the validity of the data
used in the Study.

•

Review and Approval of Results with Fire Staff: The Fire Chief has reviewed
and approved these documented results.

A more detailed description of user fee methodology, as well as legal and policy
considerations are provided in subsequent chapters of this report.
3

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Overall, this Cost of Services Study concluded that the District is primarily underrecovering for its fee-related services with a per unit or line item average cost recovery
percentage of 66%. Annual impacts for prevention related fees were unable to be
determined, due to changes in fee structure.
While the detailed documentation of the Study will show an over-collection for few fees
(on a per unit basis), and an undercharge for most others, overall, the District is providing
an annual subsidy to fee payers for all services included in the analysis.
The display of the cost recovery figures shown in this report are meant to provide a basis
for policy development discussions among Board members and District staff, and do not
represent a recommendation for where or how the Board should act. The setting of the
“rate” or “price” for services, whether at 100 percent full cost recovery or lower, is a policy
decision to be made only by the Board, often with input from District staff and the
community.
4

CONSIDERATIONS FOR COST RECOVERY POLICY AND UPDATES

The Matrix Consulting Group recommends that the District use the information contained
in this report to discuss, adopt, and implement a formal Cost Recovery Policy, and a
mechanism for the annual update of fees for service.

Matrix Consulting Group
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Adopt a Formal Cost Recovery Policy

The Matrix Consulting Group strongly recommends that the Board adopt a formalized,
individual cost recovery policy for each service area included in this Study. Whenever a
cost recovery policy is established at less than 100% of the full cost of providing services,
a known gap in funding is recognized and may then potentially be recovered through
other revenue sources.
In recent years, more local jurisdictions have adopted formal cost recovery policies at a
program or service level (e.g. fire sprinkler systems, public education, California Fire
Code permits, etc.) The Matrix Consulting Group considers a formalized cost recovery
policy for various fees for service an industry Best Management Practice.
2

Adopt an Annual Fee Update / Increase Mechanism

The purpose of a comprehensive update is to completely revisit the analytical structure,
service level estimates and assumptions applied in the previous study, and to account for
any major shifts in cost components or organizational structures. The Matrix Consulting
Group believes it is a best management practice to perform a complete update of a Fee
Assessment every 3 to 5 years.
In between comprehensive updates, the District could utilize published industry economic
factors such as Consumer Price Index (CPI) or other regional factors to update the cost
calculations established in the Study on an annual basis. Alternatively, the District could
also consider the use of its own anticipated labor cost increases such as step increases,
benefit enhancements, or cost of living raises. Utilizing an annual increase mechanism
would ensure that the District receives appropriate fee and revenue increases that reflect
growth in costs.

Matrix Consulting Group
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Legal Framework and Policy Considerations

A “user fee” is a charge for service provided by a governmental agency to a public citizen
or group. In California, several constitutional laws such as Propositions 13, 4, and 218,
State Government Codes 66014 and 66016, and more recently Prop 26 and the Attorney
General’s Opinion 92-506 set the parameters under which the user fees typically
administered by local government are established and administered. Specifically,
California State Law, Government Code 66014(a), stipulates that user fees charged by
local agencies “…may not exceed the estimated reasonable cost of providing the service
for which the fee is charged”.
1

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PHILOSOPHIES REGARDING USER FEES

Local governments are providers of many types of general services to their communities.
While all services provided by local government are beneficial to constituents, some
services can be classified as globally beneficial to all citizens, while others provide more
of a direct benefit to a specific group or individual. The following table provides examples
of services provided by local government within a continuum of the degree of community
benefit received:
Table 2: Services in Relation to Benefit Received
“Global” Community Benefit
• Police
• Park Maintenance

“Global” Benefit and an
Individual or Group Benefit
• Recreation / Community
Services
• Fire Suppression /
Prevention

Individual or Group Benefit
•
•
•
•
•

Building Permits
Planning and Zoning Approval
Site Plan Review
CUPA
Facility Rentals

Funding for local government is obtained from a myriad of revenue sources such as taxes,
fines, grants, special charges, user fees, etc. In recent years, alternative tax revenues,
which typically offset subsidies for services provided to the community, have become
increasingly limited. These limitations have caused increased attention on user fee
activities as a revenue source that can offset costs otherwise subsidized (usually) by the
general fund. In Table 5, services in the “global benefit” section tend to be funded primarily
through voter approved tax revenues. In the middle of the table, one typically finds a
mixture of taxes, user fee, and other funding sources. Finally, in the “individual / group
benefit” section of the table, lie the services provided by local government that are
typically funded almost entirely by user fee revenue.

Matrix Consulting Group
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The following are two central concepts regarding the establishment of user fees:
•

Fees should be assessed according to the degree of individual or private
benefit gained from services. For example, the processing and approval of a
land use or building permit will generally result in monetary gain to the applicant,
whereas Police services and Fire Suppression are examples of services that are
essential to the safety of the community at large.

•

A profit-making objective should not be included in the assessment of user
fees. In fact, California laws require that the charges for service be in direct
proportion to the costs associated with providing those services. Once a charge
for service is assessed at a level higher than the actual cost of providing a service,
the term “user fee” no longer applies. The charge then becomes a tax subject to
voter approval.

Therefore, it is commonly accepted that user fees are established at a level that will
recover up to, and not more than, the cost of providing a particular service.
2

GENERAL POLICY CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING USER FEES

Undoubtedly, there are programs, circumstances, and services that justify a subsidy from
a tax based or alternative revenue source. However, it is essential that jurisdictions
prioritize the use of revenue sources for the provision of services based on the continuum
of benefit received.
Within the services that are typically funded by user fees, the Matrix Consulting Group
recognizes several reasons why District staff or the Board may not advocate the full cost
recovery of services. The following factors are key policy considerations in setting fees at
less than 100 percent of cost recovery:
•

Limitations posed by an external agency. The State or an outside agency will
occasionally set a maximum, minimum, or limit the jurisdiction’s ability to charge a
fee at all. Examples include State Licensed Residential Care facilities, as well as
Public Records Requests for charging for time spent copying and retrieving public
documents in the District’s Administrative office.

•

Encouragement of desired behaviors. Keeping fees for certain services below
full cost recovery may provide better compliance from the community. For
example, if the cost of a permit for over the counter permits for special events are
higher than the actual cost of purchasing fireworks, it might discourage residents
from pulling permits.

Matrix Consulting Group
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•

Effect on demand for a particular service. Sometimes raising the “price”
charged for services might reduce the number of participants in a program. This is
largely the case in Fire Prevention programs such as CPR, CERT, Fall Prevention,
or defensible space evaluations, where participants may compare the District’s
fees to surrounding jurisdictions or other options for support activities.

•

Benefit received by user of the service and the community at large is mutual.
Many services that directly benefit a group or individual equally benefit the
community as a whole. Examples include Prevention programs, event booth
inspections and Fire / EMS stand-by at certain types of special events.

The Matrix Consulting Group recognizes the need for policies that intentionally subsidize
certain activities. The primary goals of a User Fee Study are to provide a fair and equitable
basis for determining the costs of providing services, and assure that the District complies
with State law.
Once the full cost of providing services is known, the next step is to determine the “rate”
or “price” for services at a level which is up to, and not more than the full cost amount.
The Board is responsible for this decision, which often becomes a question of balancing
service levels and funding sources. The placement of a service or activity within the
continuum of benefit received may require extensive discussion and at times fall into a
“grey area”. However, with the resulting cost of services information from a User Fee
Study, the Board can be assured that the adopted fee for service is reasonable, fair, and
legal.

Matrix Consulting Group
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User Fee Study Methodology

The Matrix Consulting Group utilizes a cost allocation methodology commonly known and
accepted as the “bottom-up” approach to establishing User Fees. The term means that
several cost components are calculated for each fee or service. These components then
build upon each other to comprise the total cost for providing the service. The components
of a full cost calculation are typically as follows:
Table 3: Full Cost Calculation Components
Cost Component

Description

Direct

Salaries, benefits and direct divisional expenditures.

District Overhead

Division or Departmental administration / management and clerical support.

The general steps utilized by the project team to determine allocations of cost
components to a particular fee or service are:
•

Calculate fully burdened hourly rates by position, including direct & indirect costs;

•

Develop time estimates for each service included in the study;

•

Distribute the appropriate amount of the other cost components to each fee or
service based on the staff time allocation basis, or another reasonable basis.

The results of these allocations provide detailed documentation for the reasonable
estimate of the actual cost of providing each service. The following sections highlight
critical points about the use of time estimates and the validity of the analytical model.
1

TIME ESTIMATES ARE A MEASURE OF SERVICE LEVELS REQUIRED TO
PERFORM A PARTICULAR SERVICE

One of the key study assumptions utilized in the “bottom up” approach is the use of time
estimates for the provision of each fee related service. Utilization of time estimates is a
reasonable and defensible approach, especially since experienced staff members who
understand service levels and processes unique to the District developed these
estimates.
The project team worked closely with District staff in developing time estimates with the
following criteria:
•

Estimates are representative of average times for providing services. Estimates for
extremely difficult or abnormally simple projects are not factored into this analysis.

Matrix Consulting Group
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•

Estimates reflect the time associated with the position or positions that typically
perform a service.

•

Estimates provided by staff are reviewed and approved by the division /
department, and often involve multiple iterations before a Study is finalized.

•

Estimates are reviewed by the project team for “reasonableness” against their
experience with other agencies.

•

Estimates were not based on time in motion studies, as they are not practical for
the scope of services and time frame for this project.

The Matrix Consulting Group agrees that while the use of time estimates is not perfect, it
is the best alternative available for setting a standard level of service for which to base a
jurisdiction’s fees for service, and meets the requirements of California law.
The alternative to time estimating is actual time tracking, often referred to billing on a “time
and materials” basis. Except in the case of anomalous or sometimes very large and
complex projects, the Matrix Consulting Group believes this approach to not be cost
effective or reasonable for the following reasons:
•

Accuracy in time tracking is compromised by the additional administrative burden
required to track, bill, and collect for services in this manner.

•

Additional costs are associated with administrative staff’s billing, refunding, and
monitoring deposit accounts.

•

Customers often prefer to know the fees for services in advance of applying for
permits or participating in programs.

•

Applicants may request assignment of less expensive personnel to their project.

•

Departments can better predict revenue streams and staff needs using
standardized time estimates and anticipated permit volumes.

Situations arise where the size and complexity of a given project warrants time tracking
and billing on a “time and materials” basis. The Matrix Consulting Group has
recommended taking a deposit and charging Actual Costs for such fees as appropriate
and itemized within the current fee schedule.

Matrix Consulting Group
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Fee Study Results

The motivation behind a cost of services (User Fee) analysis is for the Board and District
staff to maintain services at a level that is both accepted and effective for the community,
and also to maintain control over the policy and management of these services.
It should be noted that the results presented in this report are not a precise measurement.
In general, a cost of service analysis takes a “snapshot in time”, where a fiscal year of
adopted budgeted cost information along the use with the use of time estimates is is
used to calculate the full cost information. Changes to the structure of fee names, along
with the use of time estimates allow only for a reasonable projection of subsidies and
revenue. Consequently, the Board and District staff should rely conservatively upon these
estimates to gauge the impact of implementation going forward.
The Prevention section of the fee schedule covers plan reviews, inspections, and
providing fire reports. The following subsections discuss the following items:
•

Modifications or Issues: discussions regarding any revisions to the current fee
schedule, including elimination or addition of fees.

•

“Per Unit” Results: comparison of the full cost of providing each unit of service
to the current fee for each unit of service (where applicable).

•

Jurisdictional Comparison: a brief comparison of current permits and services
with other local jurisdictions.

The full analytical results associated with each fee section evaluated were provided to
District staff under separate cover from this summary report.
1

FEE SCHEDULE MODIFICATIONS

In discussions with the Fire Prevention staff there were only minor modifications to fees
to include multiple classifications. The following table shows the current fee schedule and
the proposed fee schedule.
Table 4: Modifications to Fire Prevention Fee Schedule
Current Fee Schedule
PLAN REVIEW , SUBDIVISION
Minor (4 lots or less)
Major (5 of more lots)
PLAN REVIEW / INSPECTION
New Commercial
First 5,000 sq. ft.
Matrix Consulting Group

Proposed Fee Schedule
PLAN REVIEW , SUBDIVISION
4 lots or less (Minor)
Each Additional Lot
PLAN REVIEW / INSPECTION
New Commercial
Plan Review
Inspection (Up to 5,000 sq.ft.)
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Current Fee Schedule
Sq. Ft. over 5,000
Tenant Improvement (Per Hour)
Civil Plans (Per Hour)
Underground Hydro Test
High Hazard Applications, Processes /
Storage (per hour)
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC FIRE EXTINGUISHING
SYSTEM (NON-SPRINKLER)
Hood and Duct System
Other System - per hour
FIRE / FLOW-TAMPER ALARM SYSTEM

Per Device
Fire Hydrant Inspection / Flow test
Private Water Storage System

State Mandated Inspections - day care,
public assembly, board and care
Above ground fuel storage tanks
Temporary structure, requiring fire
clearance
Additional inspections due to malfunction or
non-compliance (per hour)
Other inspections as required (per hour)
Project consultation rate (per hour)
Fire Report

AMADOR FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT, CA

Proposed Fee Schedule
Inspection (Over 5,000 sq.ft.)
Tenant Improvement (Per Hour)
Civil Plans (Per Hour)
Underground Hydro Test
High Hazard Applications, Processes / Storage (per
hour)
AUTOMATIC COMMERCIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEM
Per Floor / Riser
Per Head
AUTOMATIC RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEM
Plan Review - Per model
Inspection
AUTOMATIC FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
(NON-SPRINKLER)
Hood and Duct System
Other System - per hour
Spray Booths
FIRE ALARM / WATER SYSTEM
Dedicated Function
Building Fire Alarm
Per Device
Fire Hydrant Inspection / Flow test (per hour)
Private Water Storage System
Tank
Fire Pump
State Mandated Inspections - day care, public
assembly, board and care
Above ground fuel storage tanks (New or Closure)
Temporary structure, requiring fire clearance
(Construction Office, Tents, Canopies, Membrane
Structures)
Additional inspections due to malfunction or noncompliance (per hour)
Other inspections as required (per hour)
Project consultation rate (per hour)
Fire Report
NEW
Medical Gas System
First Responder Fee (Treat No Transport / Dry Run)
– per response

As Table 4 indicates the revised structure changes some wording for fees and expands
certain sections for greater clarity and better reflection of services. There is also the
addition of two new fees. The first new fee is the Medical Gas System fee to account for
changes in the fire code that allows for inspection of businesses that require this type of
fire code permit, which previously was being captured in the other inspections category.
The second new fee that is being added is the First Responder Fee, which is also known
as a Treat No Transport or Dry Run Fee. The proposal is to add this fee on a per response
basis and it is to help recover the time associated with responding to emergency calls
Matrix Consulting Group
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even if there is no transportation response required. This is a fairly typical fee that is
charged by most Fire Departments and Fire Protection Districts.
2

DETAILED PER UNIT RESULTS

The following table details the fee title / name, and the total cost associated with each
permit type.
Table 5: Total Cost Per Unit Results
Fee Name
PLAN REVIEW , SUBDIVISION
4 lots or less (Minor)
Each Additional Lot
PLAN REVIEW / INSPECTION
New Commercial
Plan Review
Inspection (Up to 5,000 sq.ft.)
Inspection (Over 5,000 sq.ft.)
Tenant Improvement (Per Hour)
Civil Plans (Per Hour)
Underground Hydro Test
High Hazard Applications, Processes / Storage (per hour)
AUTOMATIC COMMERCIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEM
Per Floor / Riser
Per Head
AUTOMATIC RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEM
Plan Review – Per model
Inspection
AUTOMATIC FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM (NONSPRINKLER)
Hood and Duct System
Other System – per hour
Spray Booths
FIRE ALARM / WATER SYSTEM
Dedicated Function
Building Fire Alarm
Per Device
Fire Hydrant Inspection / Flow test (per hour)
Private Water Storage System
Tank
Fire Pump
State Mandated Inspections – day care, public assembly,
board and care
Above ground fuel storage tanks (New or Closure)
Temporary structure, requiring fire clearance (Construction
Office, Tents, Canopies, Membrane Structures)

Matrix Consulting Group

Current
Fee
$0
$149
$10
$0
$0
$75
$74.60
$149.20
$75
$75
$187
$75
$0
$298
$1
$0
$0
$0

Total Cost
Per Unit
$0
$219
$18
$0
$0
$109
$109
$219
$109
$109
$274
$109
$0
$547
$2
$0
$109
$328

Surplus /
(Deficit) per Unit
$0
($70)
($8)
$0
$0
($35)
($35)
($70)
($35)
($35)
($87)
($35)
$0
($249)
($1)
$0
($109)
($328)

$0
$224
$75
$0
$0
$224
$0
$5
$149
$149
$149
$149

$0
$328
$109
$438
$0
$274
$492
$9
$109
$0
$274
$547

$0
($104)
($35)
($438)
$0
($50)
($492)
($4)
$40
$149
($124)
($398)

$149
$149

$219
$219

($70)
($70)

$149

$219

($70)
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Fee Name
Additional inspections due to malfunction or noncompliance (per hour)
Other inspections as required (per hour)
Project consultation rate (per hour)
Fire Report
NEW
Medical Gas System
Commercial Business Inspection
First Responder Fee (Treat No Transport / Dry Run) – per
response

Current
Fee

Total Cost
Per Unit

Surplus /
(Deficit) per Unit

$75
$75
$75
$10
$0
$0
$0

$109
$109
$109
$21
$0
$274
$219

($35)
($35)
($35)
($11)
$0
N/A
N/A

$0

$229

N/A

As table 5 shows, all fees are under recovering except for the Fire Hydrant
Inspection/Flow test. The Fire Hydrant Inspection/Flow Test was changed from a flat fee
to an hourly fee; therefore, it is not truly an over-recovery, but rather a restructuring of the
fee. Converting to the per hour rate methodology allows for the District to charge for the
amount of time it takes for the inspection. Therefore, all fees are currently under
recovering.
3

COMPARATIVE SURVEY

As part of this study, the District wished to understand how their current fees and total
cost compared to other Fire Protection Districts. The following subsections provided a
comparative look at some of the key permits and fees for the District.
1

New Commercial – Plan Review – 2,500 sq. ft.

The District is currently charging a flat fee of $75 per plan review for New Commercial
Project regardless of the size of the project. The project team calculated the full cost to
be $109. The project team compared the District’s current and full cost fee to other
comparative jurisdictions.

Matrix Consulting Group
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New Commercial - Plan Review - 2,500 sq. ft.
600
500
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0

Amador Fire
Protection
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Amador Fire
Protection
District - Full
Cost

Diamond
Springs

El Dorado
County*

Fee Amount

Moraga Orinda

Sac City

South Placer

Average

As the graph indicates the District’s current and full cost is well below the average charged
by other Fire Protection Districts ($286).
2

Fire Sprinkler System – New Commercial fee

The District is currently charging a fee based on per floor and riser with a base and then
each additional head at approximately $298 with $1 per head. The project team calculated
the full cost to be $547 and $2 per head. The project team compared the District’s current
and full cost fee to other comparative jurisdictions.
Fire Sprinkler System - Commercial
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Corona
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Average

As the graph indicates the District’s current and full cost is only slightly below the average
charged by other agencies ($624).

Matrix Consulting Group
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Hood and Duct System

The District is currently charging a flat fee of $224 and the full cost was calculated at
$328. The project team compared the District’s current and full cost fee to other
comparative jurisdictions.
Hood and Duct System
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Fire
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District Full Cost
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Fee Amount

Moraga
Orinda

Sac City

Corona

South
Placer

Average

As the graph indicates the District’s current and full cost is below the average charged by
other agencies ($490).
4

Temporary Membrane Structure

The District is currently charging a flat fee of $149 for the Temporary Membrane Structure
Permit and the full cost was calculated at $219. The project team compared the District’s
current and full cost fee to other comparative jurisdictions.

Matrix Consulting Group
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Temporary Membrane Structure
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As the graph indicates the District’s current fee is below the average; and the full cost is
just below the average fee charged by other Fire Protection Districts ($224).
5

First Responder Fee (Treat No Transport / Dry Run) – Per Response

As part of this study, the District wanted to evaluate a First Responder Fee, which the
project team calculated at approximately $229. The project team compared the District’s
full cost fee to other comparative jurisdictions.

First Responder Fee - Treat No Transport
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100
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As the graph indicates, the District’s full cost calculated at $229 is below the average First
Responder Fee charged by the Northern California Fire Protection Districts ($311).
6

Overall Comparative Survey Findings

Overall, the District’s current fees tend to be lower than the typical fees charged by other
Fire Protection Districts. However, due to the nature of different fee structures for Fire
Protection Districts, it is difficult to conduct an accurate comparison of the fee amounts
for each permit category. Additionally, even in instances were fee names are the same,
the level of service that is accounted for in one District may vary dramatically with another
district, as some districts may account for multiple plan reviews and inspections in the
base; whereas others may assess re-inspection or re-check fees. The different basis for
the fee calculation and service level may directly be correlated to the type of development
activity within the community.
The project team believes that for this reason comparative surveys should only be used
a secondary tool for decision-making purposes. They can be informational and provide
perspective on the fee amount, but it does not provide information on cost recovery levels
or even when the last comprehensive fee update was conducted. For example, Sac City
has not had a comprehensive update of its fees since 2010, and therefore some of its
fees included in the comparative survey seem to be relatively low dollar value compared
to other jurisdictions such as San Ramona who had an analysis conducted in 2015.

Matrix Consulting Group
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Conclusion

The Amador Fire Protection District engaged the Matrix Consulting Group to determine
the total cost of services provided to its citizens and businesses for fee related services.
To calculate the total cost of each service, the Matrix Consulting Group employed both a
widely accepted and defensible methodology, as well as the experience and input of
District staff to complete the necessary data collection and discussion to complete the
analysis. District staff and the Board can now use this information to make informed
decisions and set its fees to meet the fiscal and policy goal objectives of the District.
The project team recommends for fees that show an under-recovery, the District should
review all circumstances and policy factors and raise fees where feasible. For fees that
the District chooses to subsidize, policies should be established to outline target recovery
percentages.
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